ADDENDUM TO THE WIRING DIAGRAM FOR
OIL-FIRED CAST IRON HOT WATER BOILERS

The Wiring Diagrams in the Installation Manual, for the Riello Burner have been modified due to an improvement in the Burner. The burner was modified such that it now utilizes an electronic shutter instead of hydraulic. This required an additional pink wire to be added connecting auxiliary to high voltage. The diagrams in this addendum are to be used in place of those in the following installation Manuals: #14683006 rev 1, #14683456 rev 1, #14683454 rev 1, #14683606 rev 1, and #19878.

WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR OIL-FIRED HOT WATER BOILERS

BOILERS WITH TANKLESS COIL AND HONEYWELL L8124C AQUASTAT CONTROL

The wiring diagrams in the addendum show the updated connections required due to the modification of the Riello Burner. The diagrams include additional instructions and color codes for proper installation. The control is factory wired by Riello.